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Abstract: This paper examines the concept of time in multimedia, web-based courseware
development. The biological concept of entrainment as extended to social psychology reveals
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development: rhythm, mesh, tempo, and pace.
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The phrase, "I'll be right back," is literally translated into Chinese as, "I'll be back on a horse." If necessary as a face-
saving gesture, a slow return may politely be attributed to a slow horse. Although "right back" and "back on a horse" are
temporally ambiguous, both phrases are extremely meaningful in context. [Hall 83 p. 13] explained "...that there are as
many different kinds of time as there are human beings on this earth...." The western concept of time as even time,
chronological time, or clock time has evolved over the ages [Bluedorn & Denhardt 88]. Time-keeping was originally based
on events, such as planting or harvesting, but as Marx's writings on the "commodization" of labor resulted in treating labor
(and laborers) as commodities, time eventually emerged as an equation, "time is money." [Bluedorn & Denhardt 88] point
out that most organizations are likely to experience some natural tension between even time and event time (linear and
cyclical); however, the "time is money" equation is a factor in courseware development. Some experts estimate more than
100 hours of development time to develop a single contact hour of multimedia instruction. Certainly courseware developers
have been caught bringing their courses to market "on a slow horse" and are looking for ways to speed products to market.

This paper explores the application of entrainment (the alignment of rhythms within and between systems) to
accelerate courseware development. Certain parallels are drawn from new product development in industry to courseware
development. The discussion begins with the foundational concepts of entrainment, from biological systems and social
psychology. Second, examples of entrainment in courseware development are presented and discussed, including
illustrations of rhythm, mesh, tempo, and pace. Concluding remarks are then offered.

2. Entrainment

2.1 Biological Entrainment

The concept of entrainment first developed as scientists observed rhythms in physiological systems that seemed to be
synchronized in terms of period, amplitude, and phase [Brown 82]. Both physiological and behavioral events, or systems of
events, were found to be entrained, or synchronized internally to each other, as well as entrained to pacers in the external
environment.

A system is not modified when entrained, but its phase and periodicity is captured by a pacer or zeitgeber (German:
time + giver). The biological cycles exist at multiple levels (molecule, cell, system, and organism) and within various
temporal orders, ranging from months and years to milliseconds [Rose 88].

Cardiorespiratory rhythmicity is an example of the complexity of mutual entrainment of the rhythms manifest by both
the respiratory and cardiovascular systems to each other and to external pacers [Koepchen 90]. The two systems are
coupled to each other peripherally as well as centrally to transport oxygen to cells and carbon dioxide from cells. Since the
transport demand can change by a factor of more than twenty to meet metabolic needs, the systems must adapt to actual
behavioral activity from moment to moment--even though the system rhythms have different drivers. The circulation driver
originates in the periphery, whereas the respiration driver originates in the central nervous system. Adding to the
complexity of entrainment is the evidence that the heart's pacemaker is modified by central nervous influences which
interfere with the central respiratory rhythm generator. [Koepchen p. 16] concludes that the rhythms present in every
function interact with each other in a variable manner without a fixed relation of cause and effect: "One rhythm can lead,
entrain, or influence the other in a more or less strong way." Self-organization results in a rhythmic order that "enslaves"
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the individual elements.
In addition to mutual, internal entrainment, biologists have identified strong external pacers to which systems become

entrained. Probably the single most commonly observed entrainment phenomenon is human entrainment of circadian
(Latin: about + a day) cycles to the light-dark cycle resulting from the earth's solar orbit. For example, humans have an
elaborate temperature regulatory system to regulate body temperature regardless of ambient temperature, but it also
fluctuates cyclically in a circadian rhythm (low temperatures at night from 3 to 5 a.m.), synchronized with overall activity
levels which are also circadian in nature [Wilkinson 82]. Ultradian (Latin: within + a day) rhythms also appear in
activities such as eating, respiration, metabolism, work-rest cycles, etc. When the external pacer (the 24-hour light-dark
cycle) shifts, as may be the case after transmeridian flights, the entrained rhythms become desynchronized to the external
zeitgeber as well as losing their mutual entrainment with individual systems. The result is "jet lag" (transmeridian
desynchronization) manifested in a variety of psychophysiological maladies, including gastrointestinal distress, loss of
appetite, insomnia, headaches, irritability, dizziness, and a general feeling of weakness and fatigue [Graeber 82]. It is
hypothesized that circadian rhythms are allowed "free run" during flight and spontaneously deviate from an exacting 24-
hour clock. When again exposed to naturally occurring geophysical and social time cues, the circadian rhythms regain their
24-hour periodicity. The discomfort and behavioral impairment from jet lag is a direct result of a series of events: first, the
systems become decoupled from the external pacer, resulting in external desynchronization (i.e., lag if going east); second,
the systems become decoupled from each other, destroying mutual entrainment and resulting in internal desynchronization;
and third, the systems readjust at different rates [Aschoff et al. 75].

As can be seen from the foregoing examples, biological and behavioral entrainment is a central concept for human
well-being. Both mutual entrainment of individual systems and entrainment to environmental zeitgebers are essential for
sustaining life.

2.2 Social Entrainment

Extension of the concept of biological entrainment to social entrainment has taken place over the last twenty five-
years. It has been identified at the individual, group, and societal levels [Condon 78] [McGrath & Kelly 86] [Hall 83].

[McGrath & Kelly 86] used entrainment concepts to develop a model explaining the social psychology of time and to
explore entrainment of behavior in social and organizational settings. They observed that, similar to the biological model,
systems or patterns of behavior can be mutually entrained, as well as entrained to external pacers or entraining cycles
(zeitgebers).

[McGrath, et al. 84] found human behavior at the social psychological level to be mutually entrained to arbitrary, but
powerful, external cycles such as work schedules, the standard cultural definitions of the seasons, social definitions of day
and night, etc. Assigning groups different time periods to complete the same problem-solving tasks, McGrath et al. found
that the work expanded to fit the available time [Parkinson 57], as well as the converse, work contracts to fill the time
available. Interestingly, when observing work in temporally altered subsequent time periods, they found that groups
continued to work at the initial pace. McGrath et al. concluded that the groups entrained to the initial pace (whether fast or
slow) and had difficulty changing their pace.

Other patterns involving social entrainment have been observed, but with slightly different group dynamics. Gersick
[1988] observed a pattern of punctuated equilibrium in group work: at the approximate mid-point of the time constraint,
groups appeared to go through some type.of crisis, changed their problem-solving strategy, and paced themselves for the
second half of the time period. In entrainment terms, it appears that the group became desynchronized at midpoint after
evaluating its progress, after which the group re-entrained to a new pace (only half of the time left).

Although much research is needed in this area, it appears that individuals in groups experienced mutual entrainment,
as well as the group being entrained to an initial external pacer. [McGrath & Kelly 86] constructed a model of social
entrainment consisting of the following four components.

RHYTHM: multiple endogenous temporal or rhythmic processes or patterns
MESH: mutual entrainment or synchronization of rhythms
TEMPO: temporal patterns expressed in actual behavior resulting from synchronization of
rhythms
PACE: external pacer events or entraining cycles affecting rhythm, mesh, and tempo

Differing slightly from the biological model, which emphasizes the "capture" of rhythms by external pacers, the social
model of entrainment seems to allow a little more participant discretion.
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3. Entrainment in courseware development

Similar to the rhythms of various functional systems studied by biologists and social interaction patterns studied by
social psychologists, different rhythms in courseware development exist, including those manifest by the assorted
functional groups engaged in new product development such as engineering, manufacturing, marketing, and executives.
The various rhythms or patterns of the groups have the potential to be mutually entrained (meshed). For example, in multi-
functional development teams, the team members mesh their individual functional rhythms; or the team meshes its own
rhythm and patterns with consumer patterns and cycles. Internal and external pacers also play a role in examples of
entrainment observed in courseware development. Internal project phase review cycles and external regulatory agency
cycles tend to capture the courseware development cycle, resulting in a distinctive tempo associated with development.
With an eye to better understanding the principles that determine the tempo of courseware development, this section
discusses manifestations of entrainment in development in terms of rhythm, mesh, and tempo.

3.1 Rhythms in Courseware Development

There are a number of rhythms (multiple, endogenous, temporal, or rhythmic patterns or cycles) observable in new
product development in general, both internal and external to the organization. Examples of rhythms within the
organization are presented first, followed by examples of rhythms external to the organization, concluding with formal
propositions.

The assertion made by [Berger & Luckman 66] that time is a social construction varying between and within societies
can be extended to the sub-societies involved in courseware development. For example, [Gurvitch 64] concluded that
different classes or groups within cultures move with different rhythms and with different temporal perspectives. Within
the organization, different rhythms or patterns (systematic differences in goal orientations, time frames, norms, and shared
coding or language schemes) have been associated with organizational differentiation [Lawrence & Lorsch 67] [Thompson
67]. Furthermore, individuals establish unique organizational role identities through socialization into organizations [Katz
88]. The socialization process also includes learning how to deal with one's boss and co-workers, as well as deciphering
reward systems and situational norms. Newcomers are taught, "This is how we do it here," whether it be a company such
as Microsoft or General Electric, or a functional group such as engineering, manufacturing, or marketing.

Functional groups operate with certain natural or man-made rhythms, patterns, or cycles. For example, in
manufacturing, progressive companies are now tracking inventory turns, quality metrics, slashes in set-up time, and
throughput time reductions, rather than labor efficiency and machine utilization [Schmenner 88]. Resulting manufacturing
cell (group technology) concepts, u-shaped lines, and multi-model lines yield greatly improved productivity, flexibility,
space utilization, and quality. This type of rhythm within manufacturing requires cooperation from the natural rhythms of
traditional factory departments or kingdoms, such as: equipment, layout, quality, materials handling, production planning,
inventory control, and cost accounting.

Certain rhythms or patterns have been observed in R&D work. Examples include the S-curve phenomenon observed
in comparing technical performance with research effort over time [Foster 86]; learning and unlearning [Imai et al. 85];
patterns of communication [Katz 82]; fluid, transitional, and specific patterns of innovation [Abernathy & Utterback 88];
and the rhythm of product introduction and retirement [Von Braun 90]. Certain patterns have been identified in groups that
accelerate new product development that probably apply to courseware development, namely those patterns associated with
critical roles played by group members such as product champion, gatekeeper, and technical experts [Smith & Reinertsen
91].

The external environment of the organization manifests certain rhythms or patterns. [Tushman & Romanelli 85]
identified patterns of alternating periods of inertia and revolution experienced by organizations. Technological, legal,
regulatory, and/or market discontinuities occur to disrupt periods of inertia, requiring adaptation. These external rhythms
play out in the web arena in terms of technological discontinuities and uncertain regulation.

Examples of patterns or rhythms internal and external to the organization such as those mentioned above appear to
play a role in the speed of courseware development. To understand the implications of their existence, particularly in
connection with accelerating new courseware development, it is necessary to examine how these patterns or rhythms
mutually entrain or are entrained to other pacers.

3.2 Mesh in Courseware Development

Mesh is the synchronizing or mutual entrainment of different rhythms or patterns involved in courseware
development. One of the most frequent techniques for accelerating product development that applies to courseware
development is to employ cross-functional teams [Rosenau 92]. Cooperation and coordination of these teams (graphics,
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audio, video, instructional design, programming, user-interface, etc.) is critical to success. Specific findings in industry
studies have led to counsel such as the following: secure early involvement of functional groups [Gupta & Wilemon 90];
use small, self-managing, multi-functional project teams [Takeuchi & Nonaka 86]; allow "sign-up" for teams rather than
edict [Gupta & Wilemon 90].

In addition to functional diversity requirements, satisfying other team criteria has also been recommended to accelerate
courseware development. Suggestions include limiting teams to ten or fewer members, having members serve on the team
from conception to production, making full-time assignments to a team, having members report directly to the team leader,
and physically locating the team within conversational distance of each other [Smith & Reinertsen 91].

Although there seems to be agreement on the effectiveness of multi-functional teams in accelerating new product
development, some dissension exists. A recent empirical study examining new product development teams concluded that
the overall effect of diversity (functional and tenure) on teams actually impeded performance [Ancona & Caldwell 92].
Even though diversity brought more creativity to problem solving and product development, the diverse team was less
capable of teamwork than a homogenous team. Functional diversity was found to facilitate increased communication
outside the team's boundaries--to the possible detriment of internal communication. Based on field interviews and a mail
survey of managers and technologists involved in development, [Gupta & Wilemon 90] identified four ways functional
groups delay the product development process: failure to give product development program priority, continually changing
requirements, poor intergroup relations, and slow response time. [Stalk & Hout 90] also found that functional support
groups could delay or "gate" the key sequence of activities for product development by forcing key activities to wait in
queues for execution, delaying other key resources.

From the above, it appears that multi-functional groups can accelerate courseware development, but researchers are
beginning to identify some contingencies. [Bower & Hout 88] argue that the concept of accelerating development through
multi-functional teamwork must be extended to the entire organization or company, building a strategic "fast-cycle
capability." Otherwise, the teams become special task forces or "skunk works," which cannot provide a sustainable,
competitive advantage in the long run. Fast-cycle capability requires mutual entrainment of functions. Only when multi-
functional team members synchronize their functional rhythms to a new, appropriate "team rhythm" can time be reduced in
new product development. From a broader perspective, Jack Welch, the CEO of General Electric, insists that best practices
of any of his businesses (going beyond functional groups) be transferred "across all the businesses, with lightning speed"
[Tichy & Charan 89:115].

Besides the mutual entrainment or mesh of internal functions and cycles, entraining to external rhythms and patterns,
such as students, teachers, development tools, technological advances made in the web environment, is also critical. [Clark
& Fujimoto 90] assert that the single most important task for product development is external integration: "matching the
philosophy and details of product design to the expectations of target customers (p. 112)." Courseware developers could
benefit from strategies employed by companies who have been forced to integrate customers and suppliers into the new
product development process. Courseware developers face similar external challenges with a shift to a less stable market,
shorter course life cycles, and teacher/student preoccupation with technical performance. Even though structural
mechanisms (such as multi-functional teams) speed problem solving and improve the quality of solutions and create fresh,
technologically advanced products, they fall short if the product concept fails to anticipate future needs and wants.

Timing is also a key factor when considering meshing mutually entrained functions to technological rhythms. For
example, the timing or release of certain development tools or compression techniques certainly influence courseware
development.

Another thread in a mesh designed for decreasing product development time is to connect with external sources for
product innovations. Courseware developers could license or buy advances achieved by others, buy courses that have
achieved the desired advances, and use independent contractors with specific R&D skills needed. Courseware developers
must be able to recognize patterns and advances in the environment and determine the fit with new course development.

As discussed above, the types of meshing, or synchronizing of rhythms and patterns manifest in courseware
development include mutual entrainment within the institution or company, such as multi-functional groups or roles as
well as mutual entrainment with external rhythms such as consumer patterns or external technological advances.
Recognizing the existence of mesh, or mutual entrainment, pushes researchers to identify the determinants in which mutual
entrainment of courseware development rhythms would decrease development time.

3.3 Tempo in Courseware Development

Mutual entrainment alone may not accelerate courseware development unless the courseware development rhythms
are entrained or re-entrained to an appropriate pace or cycle. This section discusses tempo or tempo entrainment, the pacing
of meshed rhythms or patterns such as those considered above, and its effects on courseware time. There are a number of
internal and external pacers manifested throughout the development process. For better or worse, the pacers tend to capture
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the process and force it to proceed at a certain tempo. The following discussion first addresses internal pacers and their
effects on the tempo of courseware development, then considers external pacers, and finally appraises the issues
surrounding the decoupling and re-entraining to appropriate pacers.

Internal pacers or entraining cycles include budget and funding cycles, strategic planning cycles, project or phase
review cycles, and projected milestone completion dates. The tempo that these pacers impose may not be the most
appropriate for courseware development.

Certain external pacers also have a marked effect on the courseware development tempo. [Stalk & Hout 90] conclude
that the pace of innovation varies from industry to industry, depending on the specific development cycles and what
specifically drives those cycles. At one extreme is the eight-to-ten year tempo of the pharmaceutical industry, with the pace
of government and nature itself capturing the industry's tempo; the pace of the FDA can be viewed as an uncontrollable
zeitgeber in this case. At the other extreme, [Stalk & Hout 90] refer to the television news industry, in which product
development cycles are measured in hours or minutes. The consumers' desire to know what is news as soon as it is news
drives the cycle. Courseware development for the web faces both the fast pace of technological advances and the more
stodgy pace of traditional instructional design.

On the other hand, some rhythms naturally resist entrainment to pacers. In the biological examples of entrainment, a
rhythm naturally occurring as nearly a 24-hour rhythm was easily entrained to an exact 24-hour cycle. But in terms of
courseware development, changing to a new tempo may not be that easy. For example, [Rosenau 92] lists forcing scientists
to "invent on schedule" as a classic development delay.

Another possible source of resistance to entrainment springs from the varying difficulties encountered with the type or
extent of innovation involved in courseware development. Courseware projects can range from mere production tasks to
full-scale research and development of technology and pedagogy. Although different types of innovation project paces
might not be as obvious as the circadian cycle, different types of projects seem to require or capture different rhythms or
patterns--which in turn are related to speeding the development timeframe.

The linking of courseware development rhythms and patterns to each other and to appropriate pacers or entraining
cycles is critical to increasing the tempo of new product development.

4. Conclusion

This paper began with a discussion of the entrainment concept manifest in biological and social systems. Possble
applications of rhythm, mesh, tempo, and pace in courseware development were explored, along with possible links to
accelerating courseware development. Application of entrainment to courseware development has the potential to provide
researchers with an underpinning theory of courseware development acceleration to move research from a better
understanding or co-variations to discovering important causal elements. The fulfillment of these aspirations will likely
help the delivery of new courses "on a horse" that is quick and sure-footed.
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